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Ben Watson. Paperback. Condition: New. 280 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in. x 0.6in.Do you want
your . NET code to have the absolute best performance it can This book demystifies the CLR,
teaching you how and why to write code with optimum performance. Learn critical lessons from a
person who helped design and build one of the largest high-performance . NET systems in the
world. This book does not just teach you how the CLR worksit teaches you exactly what you need to
do now to obtain the best performance today. It will expertly guide you through the nuts and bolts
of extreme performance optimization in . NET, complete with in-depth examinations of CLR
functionality, free tool recommendations and tutorials, useful anecdotes, and step-by-step guides
to measure and improve performance. Among the topics you will learn are how to: Choose what to
measure and why Use many amazing tools, freely available, to solve problems quickly Understand
the . NET garbage collector and its effect on your application Use effective coding patterns that lead
to optimal garbage collection performance Diagnose common GC-related issues Reduce costs of
JITting Use multiple threads sanely and effectively, avoiding synchronization problems Know which
. NET features...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. We have study and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study once again again in the foreseeable future.
I realized this book from my i and dad encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Duane Fadel-- Duane Fadel

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif Predovic-- Leif Predovic
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